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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.4.2-rev29
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.4.2-rev22
Open-Xchange EAS 7.4.2-rev7
Open-Xchange Oﬃce 7.4.2-rev10
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This document provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently
to shipping Patch Release #2048.
31533 External IMAP-accounts reverse sorted
UI sort the folder to move the standard folders to top position (INBOX ﬁrst). The sorting function
had a ﬂaw for external accounts.
This was adjusted with this ﬁx.
31889 When saving a distribution list vCard directly into an Address book , the distribution list name isn’t automatically saved
If a name for the list is available in the VCF it is now used for the name ﬁeld in the form.
31992 Change ﬁrst name will not updated in portal page
There was a circular dependency.
This has been ﬁxed and the Portal user widget now triggers the correct events.
32017 Sub folder arrow mark shown without subfolders
Subfolder information gets overridden in Outlook-style folder tree.
This has been ﬁxed by keeping subfolder information intact.
32075 Rename a folder from Samsung S3 Mini EAS is not synchronized
USM was setting an empty tree parameter to the folder update request because the new persistant
ﬁelds engine delivers empty string for non existing ﬁelds instead of null as before.
This has been ﬁxed by setting the tree parameter only if the ﬁeld is really set ( length >0).
32091 Mails per week-day graph, names of days are always shortcuts of German names
independently of chosen language
I18n issue has been ﬁxed.
32267 OXMF subscribe source not translated
While translated strings are available, the displayname for subscription sources did not get translated due to a missing call to the translation service.
This has been ﬁxed by translating subscription display name when serializing subscription sources.
32608 Contact picture will not displayed after upload in detail view
Removed redrawContact and optimized for edge-case, redrawContacts caused too many redraws.
32609 User status not updated for repetitive appointments
Change event handling for recurring appointments in detail view.
32692 Unwanted attachment part 1.xml displayed (for migrated messages in Chat folder)
Alternative XML part was not ignored.
This has been ﬁxed by ignoring alternative XML part.
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32816 Paragraphs in mail compose too big
Add new conﬁg option for smaller paragraphs: io.ox/core//features/mailComposeSmallParagraphs=true/false
(default: false), now can also be set to 0 or 1 for smaller/bigger difference.
32860 Increased database load (most likely) after update to 7.4.2 Rev20
Some clients write the same values for user attributes again and again. This resulted in writing the
same values again and again in the database causing useless write load.
Solution: Detect in the user caching layer unchanged values for user attributes and do not touch
the storage layer at all.
33286 Capital letters overlapped in addressbook
Fixed the calculation of the label height.
33290 Switching email folders is not working on 10” displays using 1024x600 resolution
Fixed issue in folderview for small devices.
33474 Priority toggle is not intuitive
High prio is now one red exclamation mark, low prio is a blue minues. Changed in list view and mail
compose.
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Tests

Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QA
lab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to a
staging or production environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

31533, 31889, 31992, 32017, 32075, 32091, 32267, 32608, 32609, 32692, 32816, 32860, 33286,
33290, 33474,
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